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Specifically, it addresses the chasm between the junior ranks of the military and the broad society, and concurrently addresses the civil-military disconnect between senior officers and the political class. It reviews the current narrative and analyzes the beliefs, values, and demographics which contribute to these divides, then speculates on the root causes of these disconnects and concludes by suggesting that military leaders and political elites share a responsibility to narrow these gaps for the sake of the nation and the health of its fighting force.
FIGHTING FOR AMERICA: SO WHERE'S THE DIVIDE?
Your country has the right to your service…you cannot decline the burdens…and still expect to share its honor.
-Pericles, 430 B.C. 1 Pericles' profound imperative to the political class of Athens rings eerily similar to the current debate over the nature of the all-volunteer force that is fighting our nation's wars. The relationship between the nation and its all-volunteer force has senior political and military leaders extremely concerned. Has our all-volunteer force grown away from the larger U.S. society? This perceived separation poses grave dangers for the longterm health of U.S. forces and of the nation. During an address at West Point, former Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Admiral Mike Mullen expressed his anxiety over the "widening and worrisome divide" between the U.S. military and our society at large. 2 Former defense Secretary Robert Gates echoed this apprehension during his final address at West Point: "A civil-military divide can expose itself in an ugly way, especially during a protracted and frustrating war effort." 3 This strategic research project (SRP) examines two distinct but related divides between the nation's military and the civilian society. Specifically, it addresses the chasm between the junior ranks of the military and civil society, and concurrently addresses the civil-military disconnect between senior officers and the political class. It reviews the current narrative and analyzes the beliefs, values, and demographics which contribute to these divides, then speculates on the root causes of these disconnects and concludes by suggesting that military leaders and political elites share a responsibility to narrow these gaps for the sake of the nation and the health of its fighting force. However, one conundrum often overlooked in surveys affirming the public's admiration for our military is the apprehension between a citizen's genuine gratitude towards the military member for their service, and the guilt that citizens may feel for not sharing the burdens of service. Some U.S. civilians feel guilty because only a few face the demanding realities of defending our nation. Perhaps these non-serving citizens feel an overwhelming indebtedness to our Soldiers. Few U.S. citizens endure the rigors of combat, yet most enjoy some comfort and a sense of security in their daily lives thanks to the all-volunteer force. 7 Conceivably this contributes to and to some degree explains a feeling of resentment among the military towards the civilians. In some cases, Yet the nation's continuing reliance on these few volunteers may be setting a dangerous precedent. Our young warriors may, with some justification, lay claim to moral superiority; they may feel estranged from their non-serving counterparts. 22 Former
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates confirmed this when he spoke of the growing disconnect between the military and society in his reference to the "uniformed side of the equation." 23 Gates' use of the mathematical metaphor contributes to the broader narrative that, since the inception of the all-volunteer-force, our military has truly become a professional military. Arguably this transition to a professional military began at the conclusion of WWII. Nonetheless, members of our armed forces are citizens, but these professional volunteers do give up some rights to serve in the military. George
Washington advised: "When we assumed the Soldier we did not lay aside the citizen."
Our first President sought to assure that U.S. Soldiers are citizens first. In his democratic vision, no American would be purely a professional Soldier. 24 Therein lies the problem. As this analysis indicates, comparatively few Americans have served in the military since the inception of the all-volunteer force. During the Vietnam War 25% were draftees; similarly during WWII, 66% were draftees. 25 The difficulty is not that we don't have enough citizen volunteers to fill our ranks, rather that not enough citizens Regardless of the fact that Shinseki's advice would later prove accurate, civilian supremacy over the military just as our fore fathers mandated won the day.
Nevertheless, a few senior military leaders were infuriated at the Bush Administration. and win the nation's wars on their behalf. 49 Huntington further argued that the professional military's ethos should differ from that of the broad society it supposed to protect, especially the officer corps. 50 He viewed these attributes as essential to achieve our national security objectives. 51 In contrast, Janowitz stressed assimilation of the civilian and military institutions. 52 He viewed the senior military officer as the "warriorscholar-statesmen," skilled in both politics and warfare. 53 Furthermore, Janowitz warned against abolishing conscription; he contended that an all-volunteer force could divert a Soldier's allegiance from the citizens they are supposed to protect. 54 In this decade of wars fought by a stressed all-volunteer force, has the military become what Huntington "advocated" and Janowitz "feared?" 55 Certainly, the nation's professional military leaders become distressed when their civilian leaders ignore their best judgments on the application of military power. 56 However, a deeper divide in the future may not reside in these differences in political Values-loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and personal courage.
Likewise, the Marines espouse honor, courage, and commitment. In both cases, these values define the ideal service member's individual character and posit an uncompromising code designed to contribute to the overall professional ethos in the force.
Christopher Coker's The Warrior Ethos: Military Culture and the War on Terror
attempts to assess the significance of service codes of values. Coker contends the warrior myth is not as captivating as it once was because U.S society is increasingly skeptical of the warrior's role. Further, the warrior's ethos has always been subordinated to that of the state. 67 Coker concludes that U.S. society wrongly assumes that our "democratic, liberal, and post modern beliefs" will guarantee our survival. In this era of persistent conflict and "suicide bombers," Coker believes we need the warrior's ethos more than ever. 68 Nonetheless, the nation's core values historically reflect the Judeo- 
Current Demographics
The U.S. military has worked tirelessly to create a force that reflects the broad diversity of the U.S. population. The FY09 DoD report on social representation in the U.S. military indicates a broad mix of both racial and ethnic minorities and females serving in the Armed Forces, especially in the enlisted ranks. 73 The Navy has the largest percentage of non-whites serving in their enlisted force-40.1%. 74 In the other services, non-whites in the enlisted corps account for 31.0% of the Army, 28.5% of the Air Force, and 22.1% of the Marine Corps. 75 A report from the Military Leadership Diversity Commission further validates that the military has indeed created a racially and ethnically diverse force in the enlisted ranks. 76 However, the officer ranks tell a different story. 77 According to the same report, "the demographic composition of the officer corps is far from representative of the American population and…officers are much less demographically diverse than the enlisted troops they lead." 78 The report further indicates that whites account for 77% of the officer corps, compared to 66% of the U.S. population. 79 Conversely, blacks represent 8% of the officer corps, compared to 12% of the general population. 80 The greatest disparity in the officer corps resides with Hispanics: Hispanic citizens account for 5% of the officer corps, compared to 15% of the population. 81 The areas of the country where our service members volunteer from may provide some insights to the demographic disparities in the officer corps.
The regions of the United States from which we acquire our military recruits may provide the best explanation for the divide between our military and our society. The allvolunteer military is to a large degree "self-selecting". 82 statistics indicate that the South provided the largest share of accessions at (43%), followed by the West at (24%), the North at (20%), and the Northeast at (13%). 85 In the West, the preponderance of volunteers comes from the Mountain-West and Mid-West.
Likewise, across the country the preference to serve is most pronounced in rural areas and small towns-an inclination that goes beyond these communities share of the population as a whole. Third, 77% of the officer corps is white, compared to 66% of the population. 92 To further complicate matters, general officers and Navy admirals in the services are even whiter and more male. 93 As the Military Leadership Diversity Commission points out, several outliers contribute to this disparity: high turnover rates for women, fierce labor market competition for college-educated minorities, and exclusion of women from combat arms assignments. 94 Despite these explanatory factors, this disparity contributes to the divide.
Finally, the military's relationship with the political class has perhaps the most strategic implications. The professionalization of the military in the past four decades has contributed to this chasm. A 2007 Rand study indicates the military relies on a "pragmatist" and "realist" approach for solving national security problems. The Rand study finds that our military's organizational continuity and education system leads to "stable views" of national security issues. 95 In contrast, the nation's election cycles of every two to four years leads to a constant flow of new views, personalities, and ideas. 96 In some cases, these views can be profoundly different. This instability of views, Military leaders and their civilian superiors can best serve and protect the nation by addressing these critical issues in a trusting, constructive relationship. Our elected
